Why me?
As a keen hockey player from the age of 7 I have spent a large proportion of my life either on a pitch or
engaging in the running and general practice associated with junior, club and international teams. I am
extremely passionate about all thing’s hockey and the opportunities and positive effects it has on those
involved. I have had the privilege of using my international status to enter schools, clubs and communities
all over the country to spread my passion and promote hockey with a diverse range of age groups and
cultures with the aim to engage them in a family, friendly, all-inclusive sport.
As recently retired captain of the Women’s National team and current player/coach of a Premiership
league team, I believe I am in tune with the current game. I have a wealth of experience from age group,
district/regional league to national and international level and I work hard to stay connected with all these
groups by making myself available at hockey events, club and district AGMs, training camps and
networking/coaching events. I have the best interests of Scottish hockey at heart and understand the
need to further improve the upper echelons of the sports but understand this is only the pinnacle of the
pyramid and that ongoing development and engagement with all levels will lead to a much greater
progression of hockey throughout the country.
My biggest asset is communication. I will always be open and honest about my areas of expertise but
most importantly I will seek to increase my understanding and awareness by communicating with others.
There is a wealth of information and ideas within our hockey community and I feel best suited to tap into
that expanse of knowledge by opening more regular communication channels between our members and
those within Scottish Hockey.
Aim:- Increase transparency from grass roots to international hockey whilst generating a collaborative
approach from all stakeholders to support and enable progression.
Progression aims ::- Defined lines of communication for members to voice ideas and concerns.
:- Clear feedback and action planning distributed to all.
:- Increase diversity in the sport – minority populations and SIMD
:- Increase commercial interest and identify how that is dispersed across hockey.
I am someone you can rely on, have the best interests of Scottish Hockey at heart and a real drive to
take the sport to the next level.

